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"How To Build An Attractive And Affordable Chicken Coop That Makes Your Neighbors Green
With Envy!"

Finally you'll get the help you need to build a chicken coop - Fun, Easy, Professional. Easy step-by-step
instructions that make building a chicken house a pleasant adventure.

Aug. 20, 2009 - PRLog -- Unfortunately, building your own chicken coop is not as easy as hammering
some wood and wire mesh together. You need to take into account materials, insulation, ventilation,
lighting, positioning, nesting, perches, litter collection and protection from the elements and other animals.
( By the way, you'll get more info at http://howtobuildachickencoopnow.blogspot.com )

But don't you worry. Because I introduce to you my friend Bill Keene, a sought after authority on the
subject how to 'build a chicken coop / chicken house plans.' 
(visit http://tinyurl.com/qeqe6d )

Fortunately for you, using his many years of experience in poultry farming, he created an easy to follow
guide to building your own perfect chicken coop. It doesn't matter if your a master carpenter or a total
beginner, if you require a big or small coop, or if you have a small or big budget. 

Everything is covered in easy to understand step-by-step instructions!
Introducing his incredibly successful and valuable eBook "Building A Chicken Coop"...

Here's just a few of the many things you'll find in your copy:

How to build a self enclosed midsized chicken coop for up to 4 chickens using for just a small fraction of
the price of buying a new one…

How to build a small portable chicken coop ark that makes cleaning simple and provides nutritious fertilizer
for your garden…

How to build a large double-story chicken coop that fits around 10 large chickens with an easy to access
nesting area up top and a enclosed nesting area underneath…

How to build a large premium chicken house that is easy to clean, automatically collects eggs and allows
you to maintain up to 50 chickens…

6 things you must have before you even think about building a coop…

How to easily extend your coop into a free-range style enclosure…

How to pick the right breed of chicken for your climate, space and egg production…

Simple tips on how to set-up your building site and select your materials that will make building quick and
easy…

How to easily breed chickens yourself and take care of the baby chicks so you have a self sustaining
flock…

The 9 daily, monthly and yearly chores you must perform to keep your chickens healthy, happy and laying
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eggs…

The 8 foods that can be potentially harmful if you give them to your chickens…

Learn what to do if your chicken gets sick and the 2 most common health problems and how to cure them…

And much much more information and plans…

If you are considering keeping chickens in your back yard, you must read this book. Whether you have a
tiny courtyard or acres to play with, Keene's advice will stand you in good stead and help you build the
right chicken coop.

The focus of the book is on being well-prepared for your flock before they even arrive. Bill ensures that you
consider every issue before you spend a cent on birds, feed or equipment.

He discusses which species is appropriate for your garden, what they should eat and, as the title suggests,
how you should house them. Anyone with basic do-it-yourself tools and a patch of land could follow his
instructions. The drawings and diagrams are easy to interpret and the lists of materials and tools needed are
very helpful.

Trust me on this one - you are in good hands. http://tinyurl.com/qeqe6d

--- End ---
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